the setting up of courts and a judicial service: they also provided that the law in each of the settlements was to be English law and was to apply to Europeans and to natives in "so far as the several religions, manners and customs of the inhabitants will admit." This interpretation of this phrase and the decisions as to how far English statute applied in the colony have resulted in a series of cases which are well-known and need no further comment here.
1
In addition to the provisions in the Charters, Chinese law has received a basis for its application through the use of private international law principles.
2 This is mainly illustrated in cases involving polygamous marriages, adoptions, and legitimations. In the case of marriage, the rule at common law has always been that marriage is monogamous. 3 However, the courts in the Straits Settlements have decided that since it was lawful for a Chinese domiciled in China to take a secondary wife, at least before May, 1931,^ then the Chinese as a whole are polygamous. 5 In respect of a husband's rights over his wife's property, the common law gave certain specific rights. 6 But the courts in the Straits Settlements held that a marriage contracted between Chinese according to Chinese rites conferred no marital rights on the husband with respect to his wife's property.
7 So far as legitimacy was concerned this was determined by birth in lawful wedlock (common law) or by virtue of statute. But in the Straits Settlements the status of legitimacy was held to depend upon the law of China. Legitimation likewise depended upon the domicile of the father: in the case of a father possessing a Chinese domicile, legitimation by subsequent monogamous or polygamous marriage was possible.
8 Somewhat inconsistently, the courts have rejected legitimation by subsequent recognition.
was plagued by difficulties. By the very nature of the conflict, where one of the systems of law was unwritten or if written was subject to local modification, difficulties of proof were common. This difficulty was made greater by admitted local variations in Chinese law. Further, English conflict rules pre-supposed a relatively settled domicile and also the existence of a technical legal system not unduly affected by such matters as race or religion. Neither of these assumptions was fully justified in the Straits Settlements. This has led to some internal inconsistencies such as the recognition of legitimation by subsequent marriage but not by subsequent recognition. 10 Finally the courts in the Straits Settlements have recognized Chinese law and custom on the ground of "natural justice." In the present context this appears to cover such matters as the interpretation of common law in dependent territories, the application or non-application of common law distinctions outside England, and the assumptions made by judges.
11 In Penang and Malacca this position remains unchanged, but in Singapore Chinese law now has no effect because of the provisions of the Women's Charter (Ordinance 18 of 1961, amended by Ordinance 9 of 1967).
The Federated and Unfederated Malay States. Generally, the law applicable in any Malay State at the time when it became subject to British protection remained in force notwithstanding the treaty. It was subject only to legislative amendment. There was local legislation in the Federated Malay States but not in the Unfederated States. The legislation was piecemeal and left many gaps which the judges attempted to fill as well as they could. The outstanding example of this is die Selangor case of Re Yap Kwan Seng's Will 12 where the judge had to consider whether the rule against perpetuities applied in that state. In the course of the judgment it was said 13 diat the general law of England was never adopted in this state diough English principles and models were utilized. The judge recognized the rule against perpetuities on the grounds of public policy and of comity with the laws of the Straits Settlements. 14 Johore, an Unfederated Malay State, had adopted part of English law on the grounds of comity with the Federated States and the Straits Settlements. In addition the court found that an interpretation of the terms of Johore legislation demanded the use of common law principles. 15 This brings us to the systems of legislation in the two classes of Malay States. In each of the Federated States there was legislation known variously as Orders in Council and Enactments. 18 The state legislation was published in a revised edition in 1935 and showed die law in force as of 31 December 1934. In the case of die Unfederated States, each of diem was governed by die laws of their respective State Councils. The legislation from these States has been irregular, We can conclude that the legal basis of Chinese law in these states has been largely an ad hoc recognition by the courts with only minor legislative assistance. This is in strong contrast to the position in the Straits Settlements. Chinese law remains a valid system of personal law in these states today and it is almost completely case law. The various territories considered so far show some similarities and some differences in the attitudes of the courts to Chinese Law. The rest of this paper will be given over to description of the peculiar problems faced in each territory and problems common to all; and specifically the ways in which the courts have dealt with Chinese law and custom especially where they vary in their solutions.
The Extent and Scope of Chinese Custom
Before commencing with the substance of this section we should note the variable content of Chinese custom. The judicial decisions reported show that the courts, while using the words "Chinese custom" as a general term, have in fact been adjudicating upon somewhat localized rules as to marriage, divorce, adoption, etc. Indeed, this point emerges clearly if one compares, for example, the various Orders in Council (Perak Orders 23/1893 and 26/1895) anc^ Reports on Chinese custom (Straits Settlements 1926 and Hong Kong 1953) . This, of course, must seem perfectly obvious but the courts have sometimes been misled into regarding "expert evidence" or that body of laws known as the Ta Tsing Lu Li as stating a body of regulation common to all Chinese. 33 Bearing this caution in mind we may consider the specific fields in which Chinese law and the common law have interacted.
The Money-Loan Association "Hwei." 34 A hwei is a group of individuals who join together for the purpose of contributing money to a common pool over a fixed period of time. The contributions are made at meetings at which bidding for the contributions paid at that meeting takes place. The person who offers the highest rate of interest is the successful bidder. A simple example will illustrate this. Suppose a hwei is composed of ten persons who meet once a month and whose monthly subscription is $100.00. In the first month the "head" collects $900.00 and he keeps this sum as a loan to himself free of interest. In the second month the successful bidder will receive eight subscriptions plus the head's $100.00 repayment and so on down until all have placed a bid. The question which has confronted the courts in all the territories above is, what is the nature of the legal relationships which arise when a member defaults on payment of principal or interest? The courts have been unanimous in holding that a hwei is not a gambling association, neither is it a money-lending association. But they have been far from unanimous in deciding whether or not the members are related in law, and if they are related, then what the nature of this relationship is. A typical example of the confusion which has arisen is found in Fan Ngoi Lam and ors. v. Asia Cafe and anor. 3e Here the court found that hwei consisted of a verbal agreement to be bound by the rules of the association, but the rules did not constitute an agreement or set of agreements between the head and each member. Later in the judgment the court said that "the nature [of the association] is one of mutual trust." And a little later the judge managed to say that it is "a mutual contract." There are two choices here: either it is an association based on some principle of equity or it is a contractual entity at common law. There is support for both choices.
Equity: The only support for this proposition, apart from Fan's case above, is to be found in two Hong Kong decisions. In Chan Ka Lain and ors. v. Cheung Chung Kong and anor, 37 the court held that the head is a trustee in respect of monies paid to him by the members. In Un Yan Sing and ors. v. Fong Lun San 38 the court said that the head was an implied trustee for the members and the court expressly founded its jurisdiction in equity and not in common law.
Common Law: There is greater support for the basis of the hwei being founded in contract but the nature of the contract and the extent of contractual relations is still a matter of dispute. The cases are divided between two alternatives. First, it has been held in seven cases that the contract is between the head and each member separately. From this it follows that the head is liable to each member for payment of subscription and for the repayment of loans. The receipt given by the member who obtains a loan is in the nature of a promissory note and, on proof of default, a member may sue the head for this sum.
39
The second alternative is that each member contracts with all other members. The contract is to abide by the rules of the association and to observe all the liabilities necessary for its operation. 40 The case of Loi Tec\ Uh v. Chieng Lee Tieh 41 provides an interesting link between the two contractual situations. The court held:
(a) That the head contracts with each and every member to pay back each member's contribution and to guarantee repayment by each successful tenderer.
36 (b) The members contract with the head to lend money and to take part in the hwei. (c) The members contract with each other through the head who is agent to tender and to make such payments as may be required.
The I.O.U. which is signed is a written acknowledgement of debt, though it is only prima facie proof of this and may be rebutted by other evidence. The basis of hwei seems, then, to be founded in contract and not in equity since the members contract at least with the head to observe certain rules and conditions.
42
Polygamous Marriages-Validity and Form. 43 Chinese polygamous marriages are valid in (east and west) Malaysia and in Hong Kong though no longer in Singapore. 44 In West Malaysia and Singapore (prior to 1961 or 1967) recognition of these marriages demanded the satisfaction of three tests: (a) long continued cohabitation; (b) intention to form a permanent union, and (c) repute of marriage. These requirements, however, have not always been demanded and the Federated Malay States and Straits Settlements cases show variations in the courts's approaches to polygamy.
A summary of the relevant cases illustrates this. In Cheang Thye Phin v. Tan Ah Loy 45 the court held that it would presume a secondary marriage from evidence of cohabitation and repute. It also said that a ceremony was not essential for such a marriage. In Chu Geo\ Keow v. Chong Meng Sze ie the court said that mutual consent was necessary and that ceremony, contract, and repute are evidentiary only. In Re Khoo Thean Te^'s Settlements* 7 the court said the element of "permanence" is necessary to constitute a valid secondary marriage and that factum and intention must be present upon which long habit and repute may be founded.
The courts have also, in some cases, stated that a presumption as to marriage exists in respect of secondary wives. In Ong Cheng Neo v. Yeap Cheah Neo i8 the court laid the onus of proof on the person disputing the existence of a marriage. In Woon Kai Chiang v. Yeo T*a\ Yee i9 the court held that where a Chinese male cohabits with a woman and subsequently marries (i.e. goes through a form of mar- "undertaking to be bound by . . . rules to the knowledge of each, is sufficient, I think, where these rules indicate a liability on the part of one to the other, to create a contractual obligation to discharge that liability. That being so, the parties must be taken to have contracted that a breach of any of these rules would render the party guilty of that breach liable. riage) another woman, a presumption in favor of a former marriage arises. This may give rise to a further presumption that the woman is at least a secondary wife. In Nonia Cheah Yew v. Othmansaw Merican and anor., 50 the court held the material factors in proving a Chinese marriage were that the woman should be given away by her nearest male relative and that there should be some publicity among friends of the couple. This emphasis upon form does not appear so much in later cases. However, a Chinese marriage ceremony has been held to confer the status of (at least secondary) wife for purposes of statutory interpretation.
51
The courts have distinguished between a valid polygamous marriage and bigamy and the principle was early laid down that the distinction must depend upon the relevant provisions of Chinese law.
52
In Sabah and Sarawak the position on Chinese marriages is slightly different in that these marriages are regulated by statute 53 and their validity is therefore to be judged by the requirements of the ordinance the most important of which is registration with a Registrar of Chinese marriages. 54 In the case of an unregistered Chinese marriage only the court can determine whether it is valid.
55
In Hong Kong the position of the law in respect of secondary marriages seems broadly similar to that in Malaya and Singapore. Thus, in Ng Ying Ho and anor. v. Tarn Suen Yu Be the evidence required to show that a woman was a t'sip included being received into the husband's family, and formally introduced to them, worshipping at the ancestral tablets, and serving tea to the principal wife.
The courts in each of the three territories mentioned above have had to face their own peculiar problems in respect of Chinese marriages. In Singapore, Malaysia, and Hong Kong, apart from the general question of polygamy, the problem of inter-racial marriages has arisen. There is only one reported case from Hong Kong, In Re the Estate of Kishan Das. 57 The court was asked to decide upon the validity of a marriage between a Hindu man and a Chinese woman celebrated according to Hindu rites. It was held that since there was no evidence of the woman having become a Hindu, the marriage was invalid. The court specifically said that the lack of such evidence rebuts the presumption of marriage. In this decision there seems to have been an undue reliance upon the form of marriage which also tends to determine capacity.
In the Straits Settlements and Malay States cases this has been avoided. In Carolis de Silt/a v. Tin Kim, 5B the court determined the validity of a marriage between a Singalese man and a Chinese widow on the grounds of cohabitation and repute. Perfection of form was held not to be essential to validity. Similarly in In re Tay Geo\ Teat deed., 59 the court determined the validity of a marriage between a Chinese man and a Japanese woman on grounds of cohabitation and repute.
However, the recognition of inter-racial marriage has not been without difncul- 61 The case decided the validity of a marriage between a Jewish man and a Chinese woman celebrated in Singapore by Jewish and Chinese rites on the basis that it was a common law marriage. The Privy Council held that as there was consensus to enter into a marriage, the marriage was valid. Consensus was taken as a sole criterion but in respect of marriages between two Chinese the courts have found that the elements of intent, cohabitation, and repute are necessary to establish validity.
There are thus two sets of requirements: where one party only is Chinese then the common law marriage doctrine of consensus applies. An essential element to this is that the marriage is monogamous. On earlier authority, if both parties are Chinese then three requirements are necessary.
However, in Yeow Kian Kee deed: Er Gel{ Cheng v. Ho Ying Seng 62 a Chinese secondary marriage was found to exist solely on the basis of consensus. How is this to be reconciled with Penhas? If Penhas is accepted then the doctrine of consensus should apply to Chinese secondary marriages. But this is not possible. On the other hand, if Penhas is rejected then it is not possible to have a valid common law marriage except where one of the parties is racially non-Chinese. This is quite unacceptable.
These two decisions should be read in the light of Yee Yeng Nam v. Lee Fah Kooi. 63 This decision makes clear that in Malaysia it is possible for Chinese to contract marriages which may be either monogamous or polygamous at inception. It seems from the tenor of the decision that the type of marriage actually existing between the parties is a matter of fact to be proved to the Court's satisfaction. In this case the marriage was held to be monogamous because the parties were married under the Straits Settlements Christian Marriage Ordinance 1940, which, though it does not provide that a marriage under its provisions is monogamous, enables persons married under it to enter into a monogamous marriage.
The courts in the former North Borneo Territories have not had to face this problem but have had their own particular problem. This has resolved around the custom known as sim-boo-\ian. This describes the situation where a girl is "purchased" for a sum of money with the intention of bringing her up as a prospective bride for the son of the family. The purchase price is known as brian.
6i A breach of the agreement by taking the girl away, for example, is liable to result in the payment of damages and/or the return of brian. Pee eo the court refused to recognize the custom of "buying and selling children" on the somewhat humorous ground that this was not a valid contract of sale at common law. The court has, however, upheld a marriage where a girl was given to a family so that she might become the wife of a son of the family. 67 Divorce. This question has provided little difficulty in any of the three territories. There is only one reported case from Hong Kong and from the views of the committee 08 divorce appears to be laid down in the Ch'ing law. The outstanding feature of this law is that it provides for divorce by mutual consent. In Lee Wah Fui v. Lan 6a the court held that a contract of mutual divorce was sufficient to dissolve a marriage celebrated in Hong Kong according to customary rites.
In Malaya and (prior to 1961) in Singapore the law regarding Chinese customary divorce is well settled. A secondary wife may be divorced if she has shown disobedience to her husband or to the principal wife; if she has been guilty of immoral conduct. In addition, a husband must notify his relatives and clansmen of the divorce. 70 On the general principle of divorce the courts have held that Chinese may only divorce according to custom so long as they marry under custom. If they marry under the provisions of any ordinance, then the grounds of divorce must be as determined by the ordinance. 71 The courts will not allow a woman to divorce her husband unilaterally.
72
Customary divorce in former North Borneo is recognized by the courts on the general principle that the court has jurisdiction because the present High Court is the direct successor to the "Chinese Court" (Order IX, 1911) , that this jurisdiction has not been disturbed by any later order or enactment and because the practice has always been to grant divorces in respect of Chinese marriages. 73 The jurisdiction has been extended to cover decrees of judicial separation. 74 The courts have insisted that the practice of mutual divorce, which they recognize, has no effect without a declaration by the court. 75 Unlike the courts in Malaya and the former Straits Settlements the courts in Sarawak, Sabah, and Brunei have not laid down general principles on grounds for divorce. They have instead preferred to accept evidence on a case by case basis as to the custom of different dialect groups. In one case the court even accepted, on the basis of expert evidence, that there was no custom governing Ha^a divorce as the practice was to leave this matter to the courts. 76 This is probably incorrect, the weight of authority being against such a conclusion.
The courts have accepted the following grounds for divorce:
Foochow:
(a) desertion; 77 (b) failure to maintain; 78 (c) that the parties are completely out of sympathy and find it impossible to live together. 79 The court refused to recognize lack of intelligence as a ground for divorce.
80
Hatya:
(a) if both parties agree to a mutual divorce; 83 In an earlier case the court refused to recognize this ground. Adoption and the Rights of Adopted Children to Succeed to Property. The Hong Kong courts have consistently recognized adoption on the basis of Tsing law. 88 The primary reason for adoption has been held to be to prevent the extinction of a family and an adoption for such a purpose is valid. 87 As proof of an adoption the court has accepted as evidence that formalities of adoption have been performed and that records of the adoption exist in the form of records in family books, at temples and inscribed on tablets. 88 The custom of adoption will be given effect to so long as it does not conflict directly with any ordinance. The Infants' Custody Ordinance (cap. 13), for example, has been held not to be inconsistent with customary adoptions in Hong Kong.
89
So far as Hong Kong is concerned, the committee appears to have assumed that an adopted child stands in all respects as a legitimate natural born child in the matter of succession. This has not been the case in Malaya and Singapore regarding either testate or intestate property. Most of the reported cases have re- quired the court to make a decision as to whether the term "children" in a will means adopted children. The weight of authority is to the effect that it does if this can be gathered from the terms of the will itself.
90
So far as intestate property is concerned, the position is less clear. In Re Chu Siang Long 01 the court held that the adopted child of a Chinese was entitled to the joint administration of an estate in preference to a nephew. This decision was expressly based on the provision of the charters which directed that respect be given to local custom. However, this decision was overruled in Khoo Tiang Bee et Uxor v. Tang Beng Gwat 92 on the grounds that the law as to Chinese adoptions is uncertain, and that it would add one more to the many conflicts of laws in the Straits Settlements where the uniformity of the laws of inheritance must be preserved as far as possible. Some support for the first ground is given in In the goods of Goh Siew Swee deed. 93 where the court refused to accept books on Chinese law as evidence.
It is probably settled law now that adopted children will not succeed to an intestate estate in Malaya. This is because the Distribution Ordinance 1958 restricts the status of adoption to persons formally adopted under the Adoption Ordinance of 1952.
94 A similar situation exists in Singapore under the provisions of the Women's Charter.
In Sarawak, Sabah, and Brunei there is no direct authority on adoption, but it is likely that the courts will demand that to.be valid it must be regulated or recoginzed (expressly or implicitly) by some ordinance. Thus in Wong Tec\ Gia^ and anor. v. Ting Ni Mo? 5 the court decided the question of custody of a child on these criteria. In Li Khoi Chin (aliases) v. Su Ah Poh w the court said that the law of Sarawak would recognize an adoption made outside Sarawak where the persons concerned were domiciled in the country of adoption.
Legitimacy and Legitimation.
This topic is almost entirely confined to Malaya. There are no Hong Kong decisions reported, and the topic is not now relevant in Singapore. There is, however, one case from Sarawak 97 on intestate succession and legitimation by subsequent recognition. The court held that this form of legitimation would be recognized on the basis of Chinese custom. 98 The courts in the Straits 9 0 Cases to the effect that "children" means adopted children: 100 The reason for this is that this is an issue which must be decided with regard to the validity of the union between the parents and the obligations arising out of that union as set out by Chinese law and custom.
It is difficult to see why this principle should not be extended to legitimation by recognition. The position on this subject may very well vary as between the states of West Malaysia and East Malaysia and this is unfortunate.
The topic of wills falls into two main categories: (a) construction; and (b) trusts for charitable uses and the rule against perpetuities.
Construction: There is very little material from Hong Kong on the topic of wills generally. The matter was formerly governed by the Chinese Wills Validation Ordinance 1856 and the Wills Act 1861 (U.K.). The committee proposed that Chinese, whatever their domicile, might dispose of their property by will and that oral wills should not be permitted.
101 Reference may also be made to Fu Chuen Sang and anor. v. Cheung Ching Ta\ and ors. 102 where it was held that a "wish" for a wife to adopt a son did not create a precatory trust. It should be noted that this case was decided solely on English authorities.
There are only two reported cases from Sarawak 103 in which it was held that the validity and construction of a Chinese will are to be governed by English law. If the will attempts to dispose of property according to Chinese custom then it will be given effect to if the custom is regulated or recognized by a Sarawak ordinance or by rules made under any Sarawak ordinance.
In both the Straits Settlements and the Federated Malay States the validity of wills made by Chinese was tested by reference to English principles of construction (this is apart from questions of charitable uses). In Lee Eng Nam v. H. T. Jones 10 * it was held that a Chinese widow could make a will because there was nothing either in the common law or in the Perak Order in Council to show lack of testimentary capacity.
In Re Lee Kim Chye deed. 105 the court held that when a Chinese marries a secondary wife after making a will such marriage revokes the will.
Trusts for charitable uses-perpetuities: Trusts for charitable uses fall into two classes: a trust for the purchase of land to be used as a burial place for a person or family; and trusts for the performance of ancestor worship. 106 In the only two cases reported from Hong Kong the court held that bequests for "worshipping expenses" and "Ancestor's Sacrificial Fund" were invalid as offending the rule against perpetuities though they were not superstitious uses.
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After some hesitation the courts in Malaya and Singapore have held that a trust for the purchase of burial ground is a valid charitable trust.
108 This is so even though the use of the property was for members of a certain seh only. 109 The justification for this appears to be that a seh is a public charity since it is set up to provide burial and worship facilities for its members.
110 Similarly, trusts made for the establishment and upkeep of temples and worshipping places have been considered valid.
111
Trusts for the purposes of ancestor worship have two aspects. First, the courts have had to consider whether or not they are valid or are superstitious uses. Once again, after some hesitation, they have been held to be valid trusts. In Re Khoo Cheng Teow deed} 12 the court held that such a gift is not superstitious but is more in the nature of a gift, for example, to say Masses and may be approved on the same grounds. In an earlier case, Choa Cheow Neo v. Spottiswoode 113 a gift for the purpose of sin-chew was held invalid on the ground that it was not charitable, being of benefit to the testator only. However, in him Chooi Chuan v. him Chew Chee 11 * a trust providing for the carrying out of sin-chew by the members of one seh was held charitable in that it benefitted one part of the public.
The second aspect is the question of perpetuities. A trust for sin-chew is valid only if drawn so as not to infringe this rule. 115 In addition it must be certain. Thus, for example, a sin-chew trust for the benefit of a "Chinese family" has been held bad for uncertainty. 118 Similarly, a direction to spend income on "yearly ceremonies according to Chinese custom" was held uncertain. 117 Where a trust for sin-chew is impressed on real property outside the jurisdiction the court will judge the validity of the direction according to the law of the place where the property is situated. Thus, where the real property was in China and the trust valid at Chinese law, the courts recognized it.
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As with all other facets of Chinese custom so far considered any custom must be proved or provable to the satisfaction of the court. Li Pui Choi (1911) 6 H.K.L.R. 12 where the law as to "ancestral property" had to be proved on the ground that there is no such form of property in English law. 120 isr ot including the rights of adopted persons-see above "adoption". current in this topic has arisen in respect of the rights of secondary wives to administer and succeed, especially with respect to intestate property. The Hong Kong courts have long settled the law in the colony that in succession to property the operative law is T'sing law or local Chinese custom. However, the law as to the mechanics of administration is English law. Thus, for example, the grants of letters of administration is governed by English law but the manner of distribution is government by T'sing law. 121 The substance of Chinese law must of course be proved to the satisfaction of the court.
122 On administration, the Hong Kong courts have held that a concubine 123 and a widow may administer. The widow may, however, administer only so long as she remains a member of her late husband's family. The fact that she re-marries does not affect this so long as (the court held) she introduces her second husband into the house of her late husband.
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On the right of a widow to succeed, the court has held that she has no absolute right but, subject to her right of maintenance, on behalf of the male succession.
125 If the male line becomes extinct the property will descend to the surviving female relatives of the last deceased male member: this right is not confined to daughters or spinsters.
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The courts in former North Borneo have made no pronouncements specifically on administration and succession apart from the general principle that any proved or accepted Chinese custom will prevail over English law.
127 Presumably this is subject to the overriding authority of Sarawak statutes and rules. As far as secondary wives are concerned the result of applying the Statute has been that the courts will order joint administration of intestate property.
132
In the Straits Settlements, the court has ordered equal shares of intestate property to be given. The reason for this is that since English law provides no rule for determining the proportions, the court cannot order any proportion other than an equal share. Though in China the second wife may have no right to share, this was held immaterial in the Straits Settlements because a first wife would not find it any easier to establish her right to letters of administration than would the second.
133
The courts have also had to deal with the situation of succession to the estate of deceased secondary wife. The court presumed intestacy from the rarity of wills among Chinese women of her class 134 and then went on to hold that, in the absence of proof to the contrary, such a woman could not have a successor. Her estate was therefore declared bona vacantia. 135 In effect this decision overruled the decision in Yap Kan Keow and anor. v This completes our summary of judicial decisions in the three territories. Each of these territories has had its own method of dealing with substantive provisions of Chinese law which are largely dependent upon their differing legal bases. The bulk of Chinese law has been dealt with, however, in a remarkably similar fashion in each of the territories.
At the present time each territory in which Chinese law is still a valid system of personal law (i.e. Malaya, Sabah, Sarawak, Brunei, and Hong Kong) is facing new problems which are themselves partial results of the past treatment of Chinese law. The only exceptions to this generalization are the states of Sabah, Sarawak, and Brunei where because of the commonsense approach of the courts in refusing to lay down principles at substantive Chinese law, 138 the continued validity and flexibility of this law remains unimpaired.
Current Problems
Hong Kong. The report of the committee on Chinese law and custom in Hong Kong drew attention to various problems facing the judiciary in 1953. The most important of these appears to be the problem of domicile as determining the jurisdiction of Hong Kong courts. This is especially serious in view of the judgapply in the Federated Malay States and that he was subject to local legislation viz. These have now been given statutory effect in the Divorce (Amendment) Ordinance (44/1956 ). The committee also recommended the passing of a bill entitled the Chinese Law and Custom (Miscellaneous Provisions) Ordinance containing the same provisions and determining also what matters should be settled by common law on questions of domicile, capacity, and change of status.
141 There are as yet no reported cases on this topic and the effects of this legislation and of the committee's recommendations remain to be seen.
Malaysia (not including Sabah, Sarawak and Brunei).
Because of the judicial history of the Federated and Unfederated Malay States an entirely different set of problems arises in Malaya. These revolve around the Chinese Christian who has entered into a series of polygamous marriages. We may illustrate this with two examples.
The first of these is Re Loh Toh Met: Kong Lai Fong v. Loh Heng Peng.
142
In this case the Court had to decide what law governed the validity of various marriages entered into by a Christian Chinese now deceased. The deceased died possessed of three wives and eleven children (of whom four were ostensibly adopted). He had been brought up a Roman Catholic though he was sporadic in his religious observances. On this evidence the trial judge held that the deceased was a person professing the Christian religion under the Christian Marriage Ordinance. 143 From this the judge concluded that the deceased had been obliged to marry under the Ordinance and in that all his marriages were entered into by Chinese ceremony, none of them was valid.
On appeal, however, the Court held that the deceased was not in fact a Christian and that being a man of "Chinese race" the provisions of his customary law should apply to him. The introduction of "Christian" into this decision is unfortunate and, because of the provisions of the Ordinance, unnecessary.
144 It is the law that a Chinese even if professing the Christian religion can enter into a polygamous marriage by Chinese customary rites. Christianity by itself is not qualification for a state of monogamy. Similarly, the introduction of "race" is also unfortunate. I " 9 ( I 9 I I ) 6 H.K.L.R. 149. should guess that anthropologists would not generally classify the Chinese as a race. If the Court makes this a criteria in any decision then it runs the risk in the future of having to determine whether a person of mixed ancestry is a member of the "Chinese race." The Court instead must concentrate upon establishing the personal law of any litigant.
One further point arises from this decision. The four adopted children of the deceased failed in their claim for a share in the estate. This was because the Distribution Ordinance 1958, of Malaya, restricts the status of adoption to those persons formally adopted under the Adoption Ordinance of 1952. The Courts have consistently refused to recognize adoptions at customary law among the Chinese in Malaya and this has caused not inconsiderable hardship. The Chinese themselves feel a sense of injustice at this state of affairs.
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The second example of this situation is Re Ding Do Ca. 146 The issue in this case was whether or not a Chinese who had married under the Christian Marriage Enactment 147 could subsequently contract a marriage under Chinese custom while the first marriage was still subsisting. The Court held that he could as there was nothing in the Enactment which corresponded to s. 4 of the Civil Marriage Ordinance 148 which would prohibit such a union {Thomson L. P.). In effect the judge refused to equate Christianity with monogamy, but instead equated "Chinese" with polygamy.
It is submitted that both equations are wrong and subject to the difficulties of proof outlined in respect of Loh Toh Met. The solution appears to force a return to a factual ascertainment of personal law leaving aside as irrelevant race or Christianity. In the case of a Chinese Muslim the position is different. He is subject to Islamic law: the faith includes a legal system. A Chinese Christian, however, is not subject to "Christian Law": there is no such thing. He is governed by his personal law insofar as this remains effective under statute.
To summarize: Chinese law continues to be a viable system of personal law in (east and west) Malaysia and in Hong Kong, though no longer in Singapore. Judicial pronouncements have been comparatively more common in Malaysia than in Hong Kong and this is probably a reflection of the wider scope and effect of statute in Hong Kong. The cases from this area also show a proportionately greater interest in matters of business transactions and organizations conducted according to customary rules.
The future of Chinese custom in these areas is assured though limited mainly to matters of family law. Even here, however, there is increasing statutory interference which seems directed at trying to bring the substantive provisions of custom in line with the rest of the law. Singapore has gone the furtherest in this endeavor and has completely banned the recognition of Chinese family law, most notably in its refusal to countenance polygamous marriages. How effective this has been on the lower stratum of Singapore society is unknown but it would not be surprising if many of these unions were still being entered into. 
